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An analysis of the production of strange particles from the decays of the Z ° boson into multihadronic final states is presented. 
The analysis is based on about 90 000 selected hadronic Z ° decays collected by the DELPHI detector at LEP in 1990. Ks °, K**, 
A(A) and Y.- (2 + ) have been identified by their characteristic decays. The measured production cross sections are compared 
with predictions of the Lund Monte Carlo tuned to data at PEP/PETRA energies. 
1. Introduction 
The study of the production of strange particles 
with different quark flavors and spins can be used to 
examine the underlying dynamics of  jet fragmenta- 
tion, as well as the coupling of the Z ° to sg pairs. 
The production of the strange particles K °, 
K *±, A (A.), and E- ( :Z  + ) has been analysed using 
data collected by the DELPHI detector [1] at the 
e+e - storage ring LEP at CERN. The data were taken 
around the Z ° peak in 1990. 
The cross section measurements are compared with 
the predictions of the JETSET 7.2 Monte Carlo model 
(using parton shower generation and string fragmen- 
tation) with parameters tuned to data at PEP/  
PETRA energies [ 2 ]. 
2. Experimental procedure and event selection 
The sample of events used in the analysis was col- 
lected by the DELPHI detector at the LEP e+e - col- 
l ider during 1990. A description of the DELPHI de- 
tector can be found elsewhere [ 1 ]. Features of the 
apparatus relevant for the analysis of mult ihadronic 
final states (with emphasis on the detection of 
charged particles) are outl ined in ref. [ 3]. The pres- 
ent analysis relies mainly on the information pro- 
vided by the central tracking detectors: 
- The Inner Detector ( ID) :  a cylindrical drift cham- 
ber ( inner radius 12 cm and outer radius 22 cm) cov- 
ering polar angles between 29 ° and 151 ° 
- The Time Projection Chamber (TPC):  a cylinder 
with 28 cm inner and 122 cm outer radius and a length 
of 2.7 m. For a polar angle 0 between 22 ° and 158 ° 
at least four space points are available for track re- 
construction, while for angles between 39 ° and 141 ° 
up to 16 space points can be used. 
- The Outer Detector (OD):  5 layers of drift cells at 
a radius between 192 and 208 cm, covering polar an- 
gles between 50 ° and 130 °. 
- The Microvertex Detector (VD):  two cylindrical 
layers of silicon microstrip detectors at radii 9 and 11 
cm covering polar angles between 45 ° and 135 °. This 
detector was not fully implemented in this analysis 
and was used only to find the position of the primary 
interaction region. 
In addition, a determination of the K + cross sec- 
tion for momenta between 1 and 2 GeV/c  has been 
obtained from the measurement of the x +/K  ± ratio 
using the Barrel RICH (Ring Imaging Cherenkov) 
detector. The Barrel RICH [ 1 ] covers the polar angle 
between 40 ° and 140°. It identifies the charged par- 
ticles by measuring the angle of emission of Cheren- 
kov light, and thus the velocity. The mass of the 
charged particle is then extracted by using the veloc- 
ity information combined with the momentum mea- 
surement. In order to cover a large momentum range 
( 1-20 GeV/c) ,  the DELPHI Barrel RICH uses two 
different Cherenkov radiators; one liquid (C6F~4) 
and one gaseous (CsF~ 2 ). Only the liquid radiator was 
operational during 1990, and for only one tenth of 
the data taking. 
Measurements from the TPC, ID and OD, taken 
together, provide a complete coverage for 0 between 
25 ° and 155 °, with reconstruction efficiency near to 
1. The average momentum resolution Ap/p varies 
from 0.005 to 0.01p (p in GeV/c) ,  depending on 0. 
Charged particles were used in the analysis if they 
had 
(a) momentum p larger than 0.1 GeV/c; 
(b) measured track length in the TPC above 30 cm; 
(c) 0 between 25 ° and 155 °. 
Hadronic events were then selected by requiring 
that 
(ct) the total energy of the charged particles in each 
hemisphere (0 above and below 90 °) exceeded 3
GeV; 
([3) the total energy of the charged particles ex- 
ceeded 15 GeV; 
(7) there were at least 5 charged particles with mo- 
menta above 0.2 GeV/c.  
In the calculation of the energies, all charged par- 
ticles have been assumed to have the pion mass. 
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A total of 86 948 events atisfied these cuts. Events 
due to beam-gas scattering and to 77 interactions have 
been estimated to be less than 0.1% of the sample; 
background from ~+T- events was calculated to be 
less than 0.2%. 
The mean position of the primary Z ° decay vertex 
has been measured for each fill using the VD data [ 4 ]. 
The typical resolution on the impact parameters of 
tracks is about 0.015 cm in the plane perpendicular 
to the beam axis when using their VD data and about 
0.05 cm when the VD data are not used. 
The influence of the detector on the analysis was 
studied with the simulation programme DELSIM 
[5]. Events were generated using the JETSET 7.2 
Parton Shower Monte Carlo programme [2] (JET- 
SET PS in the following) with default parameters. 
The particles were followed through the detailed ge- 
ometry of DELPHI  giving simulated igitizations in 
each detector. These data were processed with the 
same reconstruction and analysis programmes as the 
real data. 
3. Ana lys i s  and results 
3.1. K °. product ion 
K° - - ,n+n - decays are detected at the secondary 
vertex separated from the primary Z ° decay. Candi- 
date secondary vertices, VK, were found by consid- 
ering the tracks of all pairs of oppositely charged par- 
ticles. The vertex defined by each such pair was 
determined such that the Z 2 obtained from the dis- 
tance of the vertex to the extrapolated tracks was 
minimised. Most candidate vertices are not formed 
by strange particle decay and were rejected by ensur- 
ing the following: 
- In the xy plane (perpendicular to the beam axis), 
the sine of the angle between the vector sum of the 
charged particle momenta and the line joining the 
primary to the secondary vertex was less than 0.04. 
- The impact parameters in the xy  plane of both tracks 
projected to the primary vertex had to be greater than 
0.15 cm and at least one greater than 0.5 cm. 
- The separation in z (beam axis) of the two tracks 
was less than 0.5 cm. In case of two intersections in 
the xy  plane, the solution with smaller distance in z 
was chosen. 
- The separation of the primary and secondary ver- 
tex in the xy  plane was greater than 1.5 cm. 
The remaining secondary vertices include two types 
of background to K°: that coming from other decays, 
secondary interactions or photon conversions, and 
that coming from random associations of badly mea- 
sured primary charged particles and particles from 
separate secondary vertices. Photon conversions and 
A decays were effectively removed by requiring that 
the transverse momentum of the decay products rel- 
ative to their vector sum was greater than 0.1 GeV/ 
c. This also removes a small fraction of the Ks °signal. 
The n+n - invariant mass spectrum from the ac- 
cepted P'K candidates is shown in fig. 1; a clear Ks °
signal is seen over a small background, below 10% at 
the peak. The background ue to random associa- 
tions of badly measured primary particles is reduced 
to about 1% in the part of the sample where the mea- 
surement precision is improved using hits in the VD. 
However this analysis does not use the VD informa- 
tion for reconstructing secondary vertices because 
many Ks ° decay beyond the VD and it was efficient 
for only a fraction of the two decay particles in the 
1990 data. 
The spectrum has been fitted using the MINUIT 
[6] package to a linear background function and a 
sum of two gaussians for the signal in the range from 
~;1000 
? 
800 
DELPHI  
+ 
i 
+ 
÷ + 
004 0425 0.45 0475 0.5 0.525 055 0.575 0.5 
~'~- invoriont moss (OeV/c') 
Fig. 1. n+n - invariant mass spectrum for secondary decay 
candidates. 
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0.35 GeV/c  ~ to 0.65 GeV/c% The fit gives a total of  
9411+94 (s ta r . )+34 (syst.) K °, and mK~= 
496.6+0.2(stat.) _+2.1 (syst.) MeV/c  2. The system- 
atic error on the mass is due to the uncertainty on the 
energy loss of  the pions while crossing the material  in 
the detector, and to the choice of  the parametr izat ion 
in the fit ~'. The measured K ° mass is consistent with 
the world average of 497.67 _+ 0.03 MeV/c  2 [ 7 ]. The 
resolution of  about 8 MeV/c  2 is a funct ion of  mo- 
mentum and cannot be adequately described by a 
single gaussian. 
In order to calculate differential cross sections, the 
background was evaluated as a funct ion of  the kine- 
matical  variables and was subtracted throughout he 
fol lowing analysis. The efficiency for K°-,Tt+g - re- 
construct ion was evaluated from the s imulated ata. 
As a check of  these procedures, the K ° l i fetime, rKo, 
was measured. The distr ibut ion of  the proper decay 
t imes t of  the reconstructed K ° was corrected by the 
efficiencies for reconstructing simulated K °, and then 
fitted by least squares to an exponential  decay func- 
tion A exp(--t/rK~). This gave rKsO=89.6-+l.9 ps 
(the error is statistical only),  consistent with the 
world average of 89.2-+ 0.2 ps [7]. 
The reconstruction eff iciency is tabulated in table 
1 as a funct ion of  the particle fractional momentum 
x~, = 2p/x~ss in the region up to xp = 0.4. The differen- 
tial cross section (1 /ah) (da/&Yp)  (where ~, is the 
cross section for e+e-~Z°- ,hadrons)  for inclusive 
K ° and I< ° product ion at the Z ° peak was measured 
by repeating the background subtract ion procedure 
in each momentum bin and correcting for the recon- 
struction eff iciency and unseen K ° decay modes. The 
results are given in table 1, and plotted in fig. 2. The 
predict ion from JETSET  PS reproduces the measure- 
ments reasonably well. 
The mean K ° (1% °) multipl icity, <Nl<o > + <NKo>, 
was obtained by integrating the distr ibut ion as a 
function ofxp for xp between 0.005 and 0.30, and as- 
suming the unmeasured regions are represented by 
the normal ised JETSET  PS predict ion. This gave 
~t The systematic error includes contributions from varying the 
fit by choosing a third-order polynomial or an exponential to
represent the background, and changing the bin size and the 
mass range. 
Table 1 
Efficiency for K°--,~+~ - and differential cross sections for K ° 
production, as a function of the fractional momentum x,. 
x,,=2p/w/ss Efficiency (%) (1/a,) da/dxp 
0.005-0.025 6.7_+0.3 19.5+ 1.4 
0.025-0.045 18.0_+0.6 18.1 _+0.8 
0.045-0.065 22.9+_0.8 13.1 _+0.6 
0.065-0.085 22.7 _+ 0.9 10.1 _+ 0.5 
0.085-0.105 20.8 _+ 1.0 7.5 _+ 0.5 
0.105-0.125 18.2+ 1.1 6.4_+0.5 
0.125-0.145 16.7_+ 1.1 4.4+0.4 
0.145-0.165 13.5+_ 1.2 4.5_+0.5 
0.165-0.185 12.8_+ 1.3 3.4_+0.4 
0.185-0.205 11.0_+ 1.4 2.7+0.4 
0.205-0.225 8.5 _+ 1.4 2.5 _+ 0.5 
0.225-0.245 9.2 _+ 1.6 2.2 _+ 0.5 
0.245-0.265 7.8 +_ 1.7 1.6 _+ 0.5 
0.265-0.285 3.8 + 1.5 1.5 _+ 1.1 
0.285-0.305 4.5 _+ 1.8 0.8 _+ 0.6 
0.305-0.405 3.2_+ 1.0 0.8_+0.5 
0 All chorged porticles 
%" o /', K ° (A K ÷- from BRICH) 
t DELPHI 
,02 o []  A 
o Ol -  o o o 
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Momenttun fraction xp 
Fig. 2. Differential cross section ( 1/~h) da/dxp for production 
of all charged particles (circles), K°+l?, ° (triangles), A+A 
(squares), E -+E + (diamonds), versus the fractional momen- 
tum xp. Curves are for JETSET PS with default parameters. 
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(NKo) + (NKo) 
= 2.12 +_ 0.05 (star.) _+ 0.04 (syst.). ( 1 ) 
in agreement with the OPAL result [ 8 ]. 
Finally, from the K ° differential cross section, the 
ratio ~+/),o f the probability of exciting a sg pair from 
the vacuum to the probability of exciting a ufi (or 
dd) has been determined by tuning this parameter in 
JETSET PS to best fit the data. A value 
)'~ =0.30_+ 0.02 (stat) (2) 
7u 
has been obtained. In this analysis it was assumed that 
the reconstruction efficiency was a function of x; only, 
and was not dependent on the origin of the K °. The 
measurement also assumes that the production o fK  ° 
from B and D decays is correctly modelled in JET- 
SET PS. The result of the fit was found to be stable 
when varying the fraction ofsg events in JETSET PS 
to the total number of hadronic events from 0.1 to 
0.5. This result is consistent with measurements in 
e+e interactions at lower energies [9]. 
3.2. K ± production 
The measured Cherenkov angle distribution from 
the Barrel RICH is plotted in fig. 3a against he par- 
ticle momentum. The peaks corresponding to pions, 
kaons and protons are clearly visible in the mass plot 
in fig. 3b for momenta between 1 and 2 GeV/c. The 
corresponding measurement of the K ± cross section 
is shown in fig. 2. This point includes a relative sys- 
tematic error of 20% added in quadrature, to account 
for the uncertainty on possible differences in K and 
identification efficiencies. The average (K + + K -  ) 
multiplicity in the range of momentum used for the 
measurement agrees with the average (K°+I~ °) 
multiplicity. 
3.3. K* ± production 
The K *~ is detected by its decay to K°~ ± with the 
subsequent decay K°-~rt+Tt -. K ° are selected to lie 
within three standard deviation of the peak of the 
~+rt invariant mass distribution. These K ° candi- 
Jates are fitted by constraining the pions to make the 
nominal K ° mass and then combined with all re- 
maining charged particles in the event. 
Fig. 4 shows the K°r~ ± mass distribution; a clear 
v 0 .72  ©. 
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Fig. 3. (a) Measured Cherenkov angle in Barrel RICH versus the 
momentum of the incident particle (GeV/c) .  (b) Distribution 
of the calculated mass for charged particles with momenta be- 
tween 1 and 2 GeV/c. 
K* signal is seen. The distribution has been fitted be- 
tween 0.65 and 1.5 GeV/c 2 with the expression 
dN 
-a t  BG+a2 BWK* , 
dm 
where 
BG= (m--m~± --tnKo) ~3 exp(a4m+asm2+a6m 3) ,
BWK.  -- 
m Fk.  
q (m- - inK . ) -+ (mK.Fk* )  2 
and 
FK*  ----FK* mK* 
m 
BG represents the chosen background parametrisa- 
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Fig. 4. K°~ + invariant mass spectrum. The dotted curve shows 
the fitted K* signal and the dashed curve the fitted background. 
tion and BWK. the relativistic Breit -Wigner function 
with mass dependent width corresponding to a p- 
wave. inK. is the central mass value of the K* and FK. 
the width, m is the mass of the K~ system, q the pion 
momentum in the Kn rest frame and the a, are free 
parameters. The results of the fit are mk.=892+_4 
MeV/c  2 and FK.=43 _+ 12 MeV/c  2. The mass is con- 
sistent with the world average of 891.8 +- 0.2 MeV/c  2 
[ 7 ], while the width includes a contribution of some 
10 MeV/c  2 due to the mass resolution. 
The average multiplicity for K *± production has 
been measured to be 
(N~.+)+(NK. ) 
= 1.33+_0.11 (stat.) +_ 0.24(syst . ) ,  (3) 
by following the same procedure discussed in section 
3.1 for K ° to evaluate fficiency and acceptance, to 
extrapolate the cross section in the unobserved mo- 
mentum region, and to correct for the unobserved 
decay modes. The systematic error comes from two 
approximately equal contributions, the choice of the 
background shape and the interval used for the fit. 
Finally, the relative probabil ity R of producing a 
prompt strange meson with spin 1 has been mea- 
sured by a fit using JETSET PS. This probabil ity is a 
free parameter in most of the fragmentation models. 
The result is 
R=0.70+_0.18 . (4) 
The measurement assumes also that the production 
o fK  *a from B and D decays is correctly modelled in 
JETSET PS. According to simple spin-statistics, R 
should be equal to 3, but a value -~0.5 seems experi- 
mentally favored at lower energies [ 10 ]. The present 
level of accuracy is not adequate to distinguish be- 
tween the various hypotheses. 
3.4. A production 
The A (.~) baryon can be detected by its decay in 
flight into pro-. The A decay vertex candidates were 
chosen to satisfy the following requirements: 
- In the xy plane (perpendicular to the beam axis), 
the angle between the vector sum of the charged par- 
ticle momenta nd the line joining the primary to the 
secondary vertex was less than 1 ° 
- The impact parameters in the xy plane of both tracks 
projected to the primary vertex had to be greater than 
0.05 cm and at least one greater than 0.5 cm. 
- The radial separation of the primary and secondary 
vertex in the xy plane was greater than 3 cm. 
Ambiguities occur with K ° decays into 7t+Tt - and 
with conversions of photons to e+e - pairs. The K ° 
background was reduced by rejecting pr~ candidates 
whose mass, when taken as 7tn, was less than 3 stan- 
dard deviations from the K°s mass. Photon conver- 
sions to e+e - pairs were excluded by requiring their 
mass to be greater than 0.1 GeV/c  2 for the e+e - hy- 
pothesis and by requiring both particles to have 
transverse momentum larger than 0.02 GeV/c  with 
respect to their vector sum. 
The p~-  (15re + ) invariant mass spectrum from the 
accepted l~  candidates is shown in fig. 5; a clear 
A (~,) signal is seen, with resolution of about 2.5 
MeV/c  2. The spectrum has been fitted by a sum of 
two gaussian functions for the signal and a linear 
background in the range from 1.1 to 1.18 GeV/c  2. 
The fit gives ma=l l l5 .0_+0.5(stat . )_+0.9(syst . )  
MeV/c  2, (consistent with the world average of 
1115.63+0.05 MeV/c  2 [7]) ,  and a total of 1915+_ 
69 (stat.) +_ 227 (syst.) A. The systematic uncertainty 
includes the same contributions as that for the K ° 
mass measurement. The A lifetime, rA, has been de- 
termined from the selected sample. The correction 
factors for each bin of proper time are calculated from 
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Table 2 
Efficiency and differential cross ection for A (A) production, as 
a function of the fractional momentum x v. 
x, = 2p/ v#ss Efficiency (%) ( 1/ah ) da/d_,~ 
0.01-0.04 3.8 ± 0.4 3.30 __+ 0.44 
0.04-0.06 8.5 __+ 0.6 2.75 __+ 0.27 
0.06-0.09 10.6 __+ 0.8 1.60 ± 0.15 
0.09-0.12 10.9+0.9 1.09±0.12 
0.12-0.15 8.6__+ 1.0 0.84__+0.11 
0.15-0.20 7.7__+ 1.3 0.46__+0.13 
the simulation. A least-squares fit of  the corrected ex- 
perimental distribution to an exponential decay 
function gives zA = 268 _+ 10 ps (the error is statistical 
only), consistent with the world average of 263 _+ 2 ps 
[7]. 
The momentum dependent efficiency for A (ft.) 
reconstruction, including detector acceptance f- 
fects, has been calculated by simulation. The back- 
ground was subtracted for each xp region and the 
overall efficiency was calculated as in the K ° analysis. 
The differential cross section (1/~Th)dcT/dx p for in- 
clusive A and A, production at the Z ° is shown in ta- 
ble 2. The errors on the efficiency and on the differ- 
ential cross section include both the statistical and the 
systematic contributions; the systematic error comes 
mainly from the parametrization f the background 
in the fit of the signal in fig. 5. In fig. 2 the measured 
cross section is compared with the prediction from 
JETSET PS. 
Using JETSET PS to extrapolate the cross section 
to the unobserved momentum regions and correcting 
for unseen A decay modes, the total average A (a,) 
multipl icity has been determined to be 
(NA)  + (NA)  
=0.36 + 0.03 (star.) _+ 0.06(syst . ) .  (5) 
The systematic error reflects the uncertainties due to 
the calculated efficiency and acceptance, the choice 
of  the background parametrization, and the JETSET 
PS extrapolation. A production by Y ° decay is in- 
cluded in this total multiplicity. 
The cross section for inclusive A or A production 
is sensitive to the probabil ity of producing a strange 
di-quark in the fragmentation process. In the Lund 
string fragmentation model, this probabil ity is re- 
lated to the value assigned to the strange di-quark 
suppression parameter g, defined as a=(p(us) /  
P(ud)  ) / (P (s ) /P (d ) ) .  
The parameter a was estimated by fitting the theo- 
retical cross section, predicted by JETSET PS, to the 
experimental data on the differential A (A)  cross 
section. By using the same procedure described for 
the tuning of 7s/Tu, a result 
a= 0.34 + 0.07(stat.) (6) 
was obtained. This result agrees within errors with 
the default value in JETSET PS (a=0,4) ,  tuned on 
experiments at PEP /PETRA energies. In the fit, the 
value of 7s/7u was kept fixed to 0.3. 
3.5. ~,-  production 
The E -  (or zZ+ ) baryon can be detected by its cas- 
cade decay chain =---,An, A-~pn. In order to enrich 
the A sample with E decay products, the A-+pn decay 
is reconstructed, requiring the following: 
- The distance of closest approach between the pro- 
ton and pion trajectories in the xy  plane must be less 
than 7 mm, and at this point, their z separation must 
also be less than 7 mm. 
- The separation between the Z ° decay and the can- 
didate V A vertex in the xy  plane must exceed 40 mm. 
- The transverse momentum of the A decay product 
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candidates must be between 40 and 105 MeV/c with 
respect o their vector sum. 
Only the A candidates with invariant mass be- 
tween 1105 and 1125 MeV/c 2 were kept for the fur- 
ther analysis, and all the combinations from this re- 
gion were assigned the nominal A mass. Each A 
candidate was paired with every negatively charged 
particle to make a g candidate. The intersection in 
the xy plane was found between the straight line rep- 
resenting the A flight path and the circle representing 
the x trajectory. This E -  decay vertex candidate must 
satisfy the following requirements: 
- The distance in the z direction between the tracks 
at the intersection of their projections in the xy plane 
must be less than 8 mm. 
- The separation between the Z ° decay and the can- 
didate E-- decay vertex in the xy plane must exceed 
30 mm. 
- The impact parameter of the E -  trajectory (deter- 
mined by summing its decay products) to the pro- 
duction vertex must be less than 6 mm in the xy plane. 
- The transverse momentum of the A and n must be 
larger than 0.05 GeV/c with respect o their sum. 
Fig. 6a shows the masses of the resulting right-sign 
An combinations (Art-, Ax + ) and fig. 6b the wrong- 
sign (An +, An-  ) combinations. The narrow peak in 
fig. 6a corresponds to E production. The spectrum 
has been fitted to a gaussian function for the signal 
with a linear background. The fit gives m== 1319.0 
-+0.7(star.) _+ 1.2(syst.) MeV/c 2, (consistent with 
the world average of 1321.3_+0.1 MeV/c 2 [7] ) and 
a gaussian width of 4.2 _+ 0.6 MeV/c 2 representing the 
mass resolution. 
The overall efficiency for E (E+) reconstruction 
includes corrections for unseen decays modes of the 
A, and the detector effects estimated from the simu- 
lation. The average E multiplicity has been deter- 
mined to be 
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Fig. 6. A~ invariant mass for secondary decay candidates with 
(a) right and (b) wrong sign combinations. The curve in (a) is 
the result of the ill. 
Table 3 
Efficiency and differential cross sections for E (~+) produc- 
tion, as a function of the fractional momentum xp. 
_'g,,= 2p/v/s Efficiency (%) ( 1/o'h ) do/dxp 
0.00-0.10 6.6+_ 1.0 0.110+0.025 
0.10-0.20 10.5_+2.1 0.040_+0.013 
0.20-0.30 5.5 + 2.4 0.035 _+ 0.019 
0.30-0.50 3.7 + 2.1 0.009 _+ 0.007 
(Nz )+(N=_+> 
= 0.020 +_ 0.004 (stat.) _+ 0.003 (syst.),  (7) 
consistent with JETSET PS of approximately 0.025. 
From a total of 132_+20(stat.)_+20(syst.) E -  
(.~+), the measured ifferential cross section (1/~,) 
× (da/dxz) for inclusive E production at the Z ° peak 
is tabulated in table 3 and plotted in fig. 2. 
3.6. Comparison of the cross sections for strange 
particles 
A useful framework for comparing the differential 
cross sections for the production of different parti- 
cles is given by QCD calculations in the modified 
leading log approximation [ 11,12 ] (MLLA). Such 
analyses have already been performed at LEP on n ° 
[ 13 ] and K ° [ 8 ] spectra. 
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In fig. 7, the production cross sections for A, K ° 
and all charged particles are plotted as a function of 
the variables ~p = In 1/Xp. 
The results of the MLLA calculation depend on an 
effective QCD scale Aeff and on a cutoff of the parton 
cascade Qo which is expected to grow with growing 
masses of the particles produced. The position ~* of 
the maxima of the distribution is expected to de- 
crease as the mass of the produced particle increases. 
When fitting de/d~p, for ~p within 1 of the maximum, 
to a distorted gaussian [ 14 ], the following results are 
obtained: 
~a*ll charged = 3.67 + 0.10 , 
~o  =2.62_+0.11, 
~ =2.82_+0.25, 
where the errors allow for the choice of different 
ranges for the fit ~2 
The position of the maximum is observed to be 
lower for kaons and lambdas than for all charged par- 
ticles; no difference is seen within the accuracy of the 
measurement between the maxima of kaons and 
lambdas. 
a2 The bin sizes chosen for the differential A cross section are 
different from those tabulated in table 2, in order to increase 
the sensitivity in the low-xp region. 
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Fig. 7. Comparison of the cross ections for K °, A and all charged 
particles as a function of ~p. The curves correspond to fits near 
the maxima using a distorted gaussian function (see text). 
The positions of the peaks, assuming Aeff=0.15 
GeV, correspond through the calculations in ref. [ 12 ] 
to 
Qo (all charged) -~ 0.15 _+ 0.02 GeV,  
Qo(K °) _~ 0.43_+ 0.04 GeV,  
Qo(A)  -~0.35 +_0.10 GeV.  
4. Summary and conclusions 
The inclusive production of strange particles has 
been analysed from a sample of -~ 90 000 hadronic Z ° 
decays collected by the DELPHI  detector at LEP. 
The following average multiplicities for strange 
particles have been measured: 
(NK0) + (NKo) =2.12_+ 0.07, 
(NK*+) + (NK* - )  = 1.33+0.26,  
(?CA> + (Na)  =0.36+0.07 ,  
(Nz >+ (N-+ > =0.020+0.005 , 
where statistical and systematic errors have been 
summed in quadrature. 
The predictions of the JETSET 7.2 version of the 
Lund Monte Carlo program, as tuned from the data 
at PEP /PETRA energies, are consistent with these 
results on total and differential cross sections. 
The ratio 7s/7u of the probabil ity of exciting a s~ 
pair from the vacuum to the probabil ity of exciting a 
uu (or dd),  and the strange di-quark suppression fac- 
tor d, have been found to be consistent with measure- 
ments in e +e-  interactions at lower energies. 
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